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From the Editor:

W

hat the 21st century has taught us so far is that there is no more powerful driver of positive economic
and social change than innovation. At this exciting time in history, when the pace is so rapid and new ideas
and bold thinking are the catalysts of growth, it was an easy choice to feature Elon Musk as our inspirational
leader. With his thirst for innovation, he follows perfectly in the footsteps of Richard Branson who we featured
as the visionary leader in our last issue.
With Elon’s big, bold vision of taking humans to planet Mars by 2024, he certainly embodies the kind of
entrepreneurial vision, courage and innovative spirit that is required to go where no man has been before. He
embodies the fundamental human quest for progress and with his “no-fear of failure” attitude is definitely at
the cutting edge of translating ideas into existence and driving change and progress for humankind.
Being such a role model for Innovation, we can definitely follow in Elon’s footsteps by allowing ourselves to
not fear doing things differently and to welcome the change that innovation brings. Up until now, innovation
is very much a word that is often heard in the corporate corridors and/or featured as one of the core values
on corporate websites but it is not so often brought to life. To effectively nurture an innovative spirit in
your workforce, it is imperative to first create a culture of “no fear”. And yet, so many leaders are still driving
organizations from the seat of an autocratic leadership style that firmly puts them into an indisputable seat of
command and control.
If you want to be on a quest to find new and better ways to create things of value, whether to improve daily life
or create massive breakthroughs that revolutionize old paradigms, then innovation is the key to success. More
than ever before, innovation is pervasive —and touches and changes every aspect of our lives.

Julie-ann Odell
4
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APPLYING FIRST-AID

EMOTIONAL FIRST AID

Following are some steps to counteract emotional bruises and cuts

Develop self-awareness The first step is to realize that
something is bothering you. It's common to have something
go sideways, and to tell yourself not to give it another thought.
But, if that's not happening, and you keep trying to ignore it, pay
attention, as what you resist persists. When emotional issues do
not get resolved, psychological injury can occur. The first step is
to realize that something is bothering you. When you can name it,
you can tame it, so bringing it to your conscious awareness is very
important.

Tune into any ruminating you may be doing
Rumination, or obsessing over negative events, is a habit. It feels
like not being able to stop thinking about the unfair or hurtful thing
that happened. Start by thinking about the problem and possible
ways to solve it, as this is a healthy conscious pattern. At the end
of the day most misunderstandings can be resolved with effective
communication, so it’s important to take action and not try to
sweep challenging events under the carpet.

Keeping in good company When ruminating about
negative experiences, we have a tendency to want to share it with
others. It can make things worse and double the trouble when
people talk about the same thing over and over again, and don't
try to solve the problem, it will depress them both and create a
negative environment. So it's important to act quickly if ruminating
starts and rather than discuss the problem work together to
process what happened and help by offering a solution.
Avoid self-sabotage When you find yourself spinning your
mental wheels, and going nowhere this will cause stress. And
stress can lead to depression. Be mindful of negative self-talk or
using food, alcohol or drugs to cope. This is just an escape and
self-sabotage will cause more stress that can lead to high blood
pressure and heart problems.

EMOTIONAL
FIRST
AID
THE MOST IMPORTANT SKILL WE’VE NEVER LEARNED

W

e know how to put a bandage on a cut or take antibiotics to treat an infection, with no questions asked. Yet, on
a daily basis we sustain emotional injuries and have no sure remedies in place. Ahmed Genena takes a look at
how to apply soothing balm on those emotional hits.

Anyone who has ever ruminated over rejection or felt the pain of embarrassment knows only too well that emotional injuries can be
just as crippling as physical ones and those emotional bruises don’t seem to heal as quickly. Being yelled at by your supervisor, being
blamed unfairly for something or fighting with a friend or colleague; when people are treated unkindly, it causes emotional injuries.
More often than not, people just wave them off. They tell themselves to get over it and move on. If that works, that's great. But, a lot of
the time it doesn’t and that's when people need emotional first aid. If emotional hurts are ignored they can get worse as when people
replay the situation over and over again in their mind it causes a lot of stress. Chances are they will re-hash it with colleagues, or go
home and tell loved ones what happened, as well as remembering the scene and with it the hurtful emotions. This is called ruminating
and It has been medically proven that the ‘re-hashing’ is what causes harmful stress.
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Pay attention and take action

The body evolved the
sensation of physical pain to alert us that something is wrong and
needs to be addressed. The same is true for emotional pain. If a
rejection, failure or bad mood is not getting better, it means you’ve
sustained a psychological wound and you need to treat it.

Be aware of emotional spiraling

Failure can often
drive people to focus on what they can’t do instead of focusing on
what they can achieve. To stop this sort of emotional spiral, learn
to ignore the post-failure “gut” reaction of feeling helpless and
demoralized, and make a list of factors that you can control. For
instance, think about preparation and planning, and what you can
improve as this kind of exercise will reduce feelings of helplessness
and improve chances of success.

Take time to be compassionate

Self-esteem is like an
emotional immune system that buffers a person from emotional
pain and strengthens his/her emotional resilience. As such, it
is very important to monitor it and avoid putting people down,
particularly when they are already behind where they planned
to be. Have the empathy to put yourself in someone else’s shoes.
And start thinking of the previous victories and what the person or
team is good at, for example; remind them of victorious moments,
let them see the winning line again.

Resolving guilt Guilt can sometimes alert you to take action to
mend a problem in your relationship. But excessive guilt is toxic, as
it drains your energy, distracts you from other tasks, and prevents
you from enjoying life. One of the best ways to resolve lingering
guilt is to offer an apology with an “empathy statement.” Which
means focusing less on explaining why you did what you did and
more on how you impacted the other person. By apologizing, the
other person is much more likely to convey authentic forgiveness
and help you to dissolve your guilt.

Be mindful Practice mindfulness, as staying present can help A problem shared is a problem halved It is very important
you identify what to do about the situation. Listen to your internal
talk, as it will give you a chance to take another perspective and
change the story you are telling yourself. Breathing consciously
and physical exercise can also help, as well as writing it down as
some people find putting things into words helps.

in life to have someone you can share your problems with. A friend
who is positive and supportive and lends a friendly ear when you
most need to process your emotional hurt is invaluable. So work on
developing close relationships at work and in life and building trust
with people who share the same life values as you.

The first and most valuable step you can take right away for yourself and others is to increase your awareness and become your own
best friend. Give thought to your emotional needs in such times, and take steps to apply emotional first aid and finding what works
best for you. At the end of the day, even if we have a cadre of loyal and supportive friends, we will still benefit from taking action
ourselves. Work on dressing your own wounds, soothing your own emotional pain, interrupting cycles of damaging thoughts that
echo in your mind, and rebuilding feelings of self-worth. In time, you will develop your own psychological medicine cabinet—one
you can use for many years to come, and one you can share with your children, family members and work colleagues.
Ahmed Genena has spent 17 years in P&G, holding leadership roles both internationally and locally. In his leadership
role, he is passionate about coaching and inspiring people to achieve excellence and deliver their best results. He walks
the talk of his values daily with his three kids and when he is not busy helping others to shine and doing his best to be a role
model family man, he is a keen photographer and marksman and can be regularly seen on the squash courts.
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FIRE UP PERFORMANCE WITH POSITIVITY

BOOSTING PERFORMANCE WITH POSITIVITY

Here are some great ideas to create the right kind of positive work environment:
Positive surroundings: Physical environment can have
an enormous impact on our mindset and sense of wellbeing.
Encourage people to personalize their workspaces with personal
pictures, their children’s artwork, pot plants etc. The positive
feelings they inspire will help broaden the amount of possibilities
our brains can process, making us more thoughtful, creative, and
open to new ideas. They also help build our capabilities, making
us more productive and successful. Allow time in each day for
“positivity breaks.”
Use signature strength: Each time we use a skill we’re

good at, we experience a burst of positivity. Even more fulfilling is
using character strength, a trait that is deeply embedded in who
we are. A team of psychologists led by University of Pennsylvania
Professor Martin Seligman catalogued the 24 cross-cultural
character strengths that most contribute to human flourishing
and developed a survey to identify an individual’s signature
strengths. Ask each person on your team to take the free survey
at www.viasurvey.org. Encourage people to share their strengths
profiles and to list ways they can practice their top strengths at
work. Find opportunities for them to work on company projects
that leverage their strengths and you’ll see both positive attitudes
and greater engagement.

Being grateful: More than a decade of empirical studies

With so much competition existing in the corporate world, teams are constantly being
assessed by how well they can perform or out-perform. The surprising element is that a lot
of business leaders believe that “performance” is driven by a focus on productivity and
achieving set targets. What they are totally missing is that a team’s performance and success
is actually maximized by capitalizing on positivity. Julie-ann Odell shares her insights.
Many people think that success leads to happiness, but actually
it’s the other way around. A decade of research in positive psychology has found that happiness is the precursor to success — not
the result. Research has also proven that happiness and optimism
actually fuel performance and achievement, giving companies
a competitive edge in what can be called “the happiness advantage”. This advantage grows from the fact that “Positivity”, or positive emotions, has a direct relationship with the productivity and
success of individuals and teams. Positivity includes gratitude and
appreciation for others as well as self-respect.

It totally explains why companies like Google, Yahoo and Virgin
cultivate work environments that help their employees experience
positive emotions on a regular basis. As Richard Branson says:
“More than any other element, fun is the secret of Virgin’s success.”
This doesn’t mean that you have to put a pool table in every office
but it does mean finding ways to induce feelings of positivity and
making employees feel happy at work, because fun equals happiness and we know that positivity powers up bottom-line results.
Even short bursts of positivity have been shown to increase happiness and provide a serious competitive edge.

The benefits of generating a positive work environment include:
• 3 times more creativity
• 31% higher productivity
8

• 23% fewer fatigue symptoms
• 37% greater sales

• 40% more likely to get a promotion
• 10 times more engaged

has proven the profound effect that gratitude has on the way
our brains are wired — even if it sounds simplistic. Follow the
practice used in several top companies by setting aside a specific
time each day to keep a Gratitude list. By taking just 5 minutes to
write or share 3 things that made you feel grateful over the last
24 hours, you’re training your brain to tune into the positives and
opportunities around you. This positive outlook not only helps
people be more successful, it also helps them stay healthier and
live much longer. Previous research has shown that expressing
gratitude leads to greater levels of optimism and in turn, optimism
results in greater levels of sales and productivity.

Commit to conscious acts of kindness: A long line

of research shows that altruism decreases stress and strongly
contributes to enhanced mental health. Each day, find a way
to praise, compliment, or thank someone for something they
have done. And, or, leave a card, a chocolate bar or a flower on
a colleague’s desk. Along with social activities, make a point of
assembly a work team to help out at a local charity in some shape
or form.

Work on positive habits: Apart from the powerful daily
act of gratitude, it is also very healthy to keep a daily journal,
exercise on a regular basis and join a meditation and/or yoga class.

Hire happy personalities: Hiring people who help make
the workplace happier will take a little thought and preparation. It
is natural to focus on relevant experience and past achievements
when interviewing a candidate. But ignoring the personality is
a mistake. The greatest candidate on paper might be the worst
person to bring into your office. Look for the intangibles. Be very
aware of how you feel around the person. Do they seem like they
focus on the positives or negatives? Do they laugh? Do they
smile? Do they seem like they create and nurture relationships?
While their track record in terms of performance is very important,
a person that brings doom and gloom to the workplace will kill
productivity and motivation.
Be community minded at work: Make a point of encour-

aging people to say hi to each other. Sounds simple but it is actually a great way to build a sense of workplace community and
something that busy focused people forget. Start by making it a
policy to have your executives and managers take the time to say
hi. Choose ambassadors from all different levels and areas of your
company to do the same. Acknowledging people can change
the entire atmosphere and make your workplace a much kinder,
collaborative place.

Show that you care about your employees: Ever
hear of the “Hawthorne effect”? It’s the increase in productivity
in the workplace when people feel that they are cared about. It
makes people happy to be asked how they are and for you to take
a little time to find out how things are going in their lives. It simply
means: remembering to take the time to say, “How are you” and
mean it.
Focus on the positive:

People can get caught up in the
negative. They debrief by going over what didn’t work. Turn that
around. Focus on the positive. That doesn’t mean that you should
ignore the things that need to be improved on, it just means that
when you are looking for the good, you will find the good. If you
look for the bad, then sadly you will find the bad.

All the studies prove that by introducing ways to create a positive
environment and encouraging daily positive habits it will lead to
a significant increase in productivity.
So isn’t it time to lower people’s stress, improve employee
engagement levels and bring up the employee happiness
scores? Isn’t it time to change the old way of doing things? And
isn’t it time to use the power of positivity to enhance performance
for people, teams and organizations.

Jupiter Eclipse Training (JET) regularly conducts full day workshops to create awareness, enhance team intelligence and
boost team performance. They use a certified program/tool to measure the 14 factors of team productivity and positivity. For
more information please call: +2-0111-836-1-836, Email: info@jupitereclipse.com.
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HOW TO APPEAR CONFIDENT

1

Stand up straight

2

Keep your chin and head up

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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WE MAKE THE WEB

Standing up straight is probably the most powerful technique to projecting confidence
through body language. Keeping your back straight, your shoulders back and your head
held high displays status, power and that you are in control of your life. It can be tiring at
first, especially if you have spent a lifetime slouching or bending over a computer, but it will
become easier over time and you’ll soon be walking tall without even trying.

Confident people are always looking ahead, never down at the ground. Looking down
communicates that you are insecure or shy. Whether you are standing in a crowd or walking
down a street, always keep your head up and your eyes looking straight ahead.

Keep your hands out of your pockets
We tend to hide or cover our hands by putting them in our pockets when we are feeling
nervous, uncomfortable or unsure of ourselves. If you keep your hands securely in your
pockets then that’s how other people will view you. Keeping your hands visible indicates you
feel confident in yourself, your current situation and ready to handle anything. Additionally,
gesturing with your palms facing up will make you appear more confident as it gives the
impression of honesty and trustworthiness.

Take a deep breath
Breathing is automatic in the way that our heart beats and we often take that for granted.
However, when we learn to consciously breathe and become more aware and present with
our breath, it has a multitude of benefits on a mental, emotional and physical and spiritual
level and definitely helps confidence, as it is a great way to center yourself.

Octivo is an Award-winning e-learning
and digital content agency,
based in Melbourne, Dubai & Cairo

Don’t fidget
A common habit that is a major sign of low self-confidence is fidgeting. Fidgeting is a clear
sign of nervousness, worry or anxiety and we can fidget without even realizing it. People fidget
in many different ways, some jiggle their legs, some drum or tap their fingers or others play or
fiddle with small items. Work on standing or sitting still and only moving when needed. With
a little practice it will become easier for you to assume a calm, relaxed position.

Maintain eye contact
Good eye contact is probably the most important technique to practice if you wish to appear
calm and confident. Steady eye contact suggests you’re honest and friendly and makes the
other person feel much more connected to you. If you are speaking to several people alternate
between them. However, it is important to be aware that too much eye contact can make you
appear aggressive.

WEB & APP DESIGN

DIGITAL LEARNING

UI/UX DESIGN

CONVERSION STRATEGY

SOCIAL MEDIA SOLUTIONS

DIGITAL MARKETING

BRAND STRATEGY

Stand in an open stance
Stand with your feet in a wide stance as this shows confidence. Standing with your feet too
close together can give the impression that you are shy and timid. Aim to have your feet in line
with your shoulders with your feet pointing outward.

Smile
Smiling has a powerful effect; a genuine smile communicates to those around you that you
are friendly, honest and trustworthy and makes you more attractive. Studies have proven
that smiling directly influences how other people respond to you as facial expressions trigger
corresponding feelings in the person who is receiving the smile.

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION

Develop a firm handshake
A firm, solid handshake can give you an immediate impression of confidence while a limp
handshake can communicate weakness. Your handshake should be strong but not crushing
and delivered with a few seconds of friendly eye contact.

Take big steps
Make your stride longer than normal. Take long purposeful steps, rather than short, quick
or hurried steps. A slower, deliberate walk will make you appear confident and in control
of your life.

FIND OUT MORE AT:

www.octivodigital.com

TOP 10 STRATEGIC
TECHNOLOGY TRENDS 2018

The way we interact with technology will undergo a radical
transformation over the next 5 to 10 years. In this era of endless
innovation, the only prediction that can be 100% assured, is that
the future is going to look very different from today.

Technology trends are categorized into 3 segments:

MESH • INTELLIGENT • DIGITAL

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12

CLOUD TO THE EDGE

All the digital information data needs will be managed, processed, protected and
analysed locally in micro data centers.

EVENT-DRIVEN MODEL

The ultimate goal is to help businesses detect and analyze events more quickly and
accurately to reduce costs, improve efficiency and deliver a better customer experience.

CONTINUOUS ADAPTIVE RISK & TRUST

Organizations will need to combat security risks with an adaptive approach to risk
management and traditional approaches are no longer effective.

DIGITAL TWINS

As people, places, processes and things become increasingly digitalized, they can
monitor, head off repairs before they occur and simulate scenarios to uncover new
opportunities for delighting customers.

INTELLIGENT APPS & ANALYTICS

Smart applications will proactively interact with users and give them smart
recommendations/advise of what to do and when.

AI FOUNDATION

In 2020, Artificial Intelligence (AI) will create 2.3 million new jobs while eliminating 1.8
million jobs.

BLOCKCHAIN

Referred to as ‘the internet of Money’ and a form of digital currency. It is predicted, banks
will offer crypto currency services for trading and investments.

CONVERSATIONAL PLATFORMS

By 2019, 20% of an individual‘s interaction with their smartphone will be through a Virtual
personal assistant like Siri or Google assistant.

INTELLIGENT THINGS

As intelligent things evolve, expect to see the skies slowly being filled with drones that
will be increasingly intelligent and autonomous replacing human jobs.

IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE

In future, we will be able to attend meetings with virtual representations of the other
participants in the same room as them.
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INTERVIEW WITH KHALED AKL

What do you like and what do you dislike about being a How would your employees describe you in a sentence?
CEO?
A caring leader who inspires trust and who creates a learning
I like the sense of responsibility and the ability to influence
and be influenced by the economy.
I dislike it when things are out of my control (like, e.g. when
the CBE decided to increase interest rates, post devaluation,
which was counterproductive for industry and there was
nothing I could do about it other than trying to lobby with
other industry players.

How do you use instinct in your role?
Instinct is the ability to use personal judgment when numbers
are not 100% conclusive. In other words, it’s the ‘Eureka’ that
executives develop over years and years of experience (the
so called business acumen).

INTERVIEW WITH

KHALED AKL

CEO - Regina Company for Pasta and Food Industries
We are running a series of interviews with successful Egyptian CEO’s to learn how they navigated the path
of their success and to learn from their valuable wisdom. We are delighted to kick off with Khaled Akl:
How do you see your company changing in two years,
and how do you see yourself creating that change?
I see my company expanding in other food categories,
launching in new markets, and increasing its production
capacity by at least 50%.

What are your current goals?
Business: I’d love to see the company playing a more

regional role; thus becoming a supplier of choice, a
customer of choice and definitely the employer of choice.
Family: For all my beloved ones, I wish for more health and
tranquility and that all their dreams become a reality.
Egypt: I hope all the latest economic reforms start delivering
on the objectives and that the GDP growth exceeds 7% year
on year.

What would you really like to achieve if anything was
possible?
I’d love to see a local Egyptian company becoming global
– and here I don’t mean to have global operation, I mean
creating a global Egyptian brand especially in FMCG where
it’s usually harder.

What are your three biggest accomplishments?
• While working for Unilever as the Customer Development
Director in 2013, the Egyptian team managed to win
14

Unilever Global Compass Award as the best performing
business unit globally. This award is the most prestigious
award Unilever offers and it was awarded to Egypt business
unit in recognition for Egypt's outstanding performance
during Arab spring
• In 2011 (the year of the Arab Spring), while all companies
were cutting down their headcount – or maintaining it at
best – we hired 460 young sales reps as we believed that
this was the right time to invest.

What has been your biggest learning so far?
The human capital will always be the single most important
asset a company has – and that you should never
underestimate the human potential.

How do you view servant leadership?
If coupled with the right vision, humility can get more out of
people than what aggression does (Gandhi style).

How do you get your leadership team committed to a
culture of growth and development?
By involving them in setting the company goals so that they
take ownership of the plans.

How high is employee satisfaction on the priority list in
your organization?
I believe that you are as good as your people are – and
unless your people feel that they are being taken care of,
authentically, they will not have loyalty to the company.

What is your favorite inspirational quotation?

In your opinion, what are the 3 most important roles of a “When the going gets tough, the tough gets going”. I often
used this quote during the Arab spring when it was a total
CEO?
chaos in Egypt. Doing business in Egypt at that time required
• Setting the company strategic direction.
• Safeguarding the organization, structure, talent, and
definitely the culture.
• Delivering the company business objectives.

What are your 3 top personal values?
• Authentic leadership.
• Responsibility.
• Paranoia for achievements.

Which word describes you the best?
Authenticity.

• In 2015, I got promoted as the Customer Development
Vice President, leading Unilever route to market center of
excellence globally – which is a position that no Arab ever
held before.

a lot of resilience and stamina simply because it wasn’t
business as usual. Those companies that survived this period
came out of it as winners.

What legacy of leadership would you like to leave behind
when you retire?
I’d love to be remembered as a person who helped people
unleash their full potential; who spared neither time nor effort
to help people achieve success through creating a learning
environment and through emphatically caring for them. I
usually say “it’s not important who comes to your wedding
party, what is really important is who shows up to your
funeral”.

Pasta Regina is a leading company in the pasta industry in Egypt
and currently exports to over 30 countries worldwide. With more
than 25 years of experience in producing high quality pasta,
Regina caters to all consumer segments and proves its success
with a significant 15% growth in sales per year.

What other CEOs do you admire?
GE CEO Jack Welsh. When Jack joined General Electric at
a middle management level, his authentic leadership style
took him all the way to become GE CEO where he served
for more than 10 years. Under his leadership, GE multiplied
by more than 10 folds in revenues and profits – and became
the 2nd on Fortune's top 500 list. In addition, he introduced
the 6 Sigma as a ‘lean manufacturing’ process that optimizes
production efficiencies.
His bestseller book “Straight From the Gut” comes across as
a textbook in people management.

environment.

Pasta Regina is a joint stock company with over 1500 employees
and it firmly believes in the power of synergies throughout the
production process. As the only semolina milling producer in
Egypt, Regina carefully supervises of all pasta manufacturing
milestones, from the acquisition of 100% durum wheat to final
product placement.
Pasta Regina aims to be a standard in enhancing the quality
of nutrition. In order to achieve this mission, the company’s
business model stands firmly in line with their commitment to
both society and environment.

www.pastaregina.com
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THE BIG LEAP

Four Main Operating Zones - The book portrays a new
way to look at personal capabilities by describing four
main zones that people operate from: Incompetence,
Competence, Excellence and Genius:

Zone of incompetence: You are bogged down doing
tasks that you are not good at, that others can do much
better. The solution is to avoid doing them altogether.
Zone of competence: You are competent at doing the
activities but others can do them equally well. Delegate
and let others do those tasks and free up your time to do
the things that make you unique.

Zone of excellence: You perform activities extremely well
and make a great living, but you are capable of much more.
You are quite comfortable and may be tempted to take it
easy. But there is only one place that you will truly thrive
and that’s in the next zone.

Zone of genius: This is the zone where you liberate your
true genius and it puts you on the ultimate path of living a
successful and satisfied life. According to Hendricks, with
an investment of 10 minutes every day you can end up
spending 70 percent or more of your time operating from
your Zone of Genius.
Four genius questions to ask yourself

1. What do I most love to do?
2. What work do I do that doesn’t seem like work?
3. In my work, what produces the highest ratio of abundance
and satisfaction to the amount of time spent?
4. What is my unique ability?

Four hidden barriers that hold us back

The reason that most of us never reach our Zone of Genius
lies in the Upper Limit Problem, which are actually four
hidden barriers based on fear and false beliefs:

Hidden barrier one:

GAY HENDRICKS

THE BIG LEAP
" If I cling to the notion that something's not
possible, I'm arguing in favor of limitation.
And if I argue for my limitations, I get to keep
them."
-Gay hendricks
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BY: Dima Issa

he Big Leap is a great personal development
book that outlines a philosophy of life aimed
at maximizing your potential. It is written by
Gay Hendricks, a Stanford psychologist, who
has co-authored over 35 books with his wife
and is famous for his work in relationships
and mindfulness.

Feeling Fundamentally Flawed –
You feel that something is wrong with you. Perhaps you
have feelings of unworthiness. So, you think it’s impossible
for you to live a successful and fulfilled life. In the past, every
time you experienced success, these thoughts infiltrated
your mind and somehow you sabotaged yourself. When
thoughts of being flawed or unworthy come into your
mind, acknowledge the thought and recognize that you
are facing an Upper Limit Problem. It’s decision time, you
can go back to how things were, or you can let go of the
limiting belief and move to a higher level.

Hidden barrier two: Disloyalty and Abandonment –
You refuse to expand and embrace true success because
you feel that if you do, you will have to leave your friends
and family behind and you do not want to be alone, so you
punish yourself by putting brakes on your success.
Hidden barrier three:

Believing That More Success
Brings a Bigger Burden – If you have feelings that somehow

you are a burden to others, those feeling will immobilize
you and prevent you from rising to your true potential.
Whenever these feelings of guilt are triggered, recognize
that it’s because of the Upper Limit Problem and realize
that you have nothing to be guilty of, so release the guilt.

Hidden barrier four: The Crime of Outshining – You
believe that if you become too successful you will make
others look bad. It appears that Hidden Barrier Four is
prevalent among gifted and talented children, and often
continue to play out in their adult lives. Gifted children
are often blamed for taking the spotlight off other family
members. Look back to when you have experienced
successful breakthroughs, were you gripped by fear?
Were you afraid of outshining someone from your past?
Did you feel that that person deserved the success more
than you did?
The reason why I loved The Big Leap is that it shows
you how to spot the Upper Limit Problems in your life so
that you can breakthrough and live in your Genius Zone.
The book provides many examples, to give you a sound
understanding of what issues you may be facing. I highly
recommend The Big Leap by Gay Hendricks for those
who want to realize their full potential, rewrite their life
story and create a new life based on true genius.
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SMART GADGETS TO MAKE

YOUR WORK-LIFE EASIER
EVERYONE WANTS TO BE ON TOP OF THE GAME AND TO KEEP UP WITH EVERYTHING. TECHNOLOGY PLAYS A
VITAL ROLE IN EVERYONE’S LIFE. IT IS NOT JUST FOR THE TECH SAVVY INDIVIDUALS WHO WANT THE LATEST
MODEL THE MARKET HAS TO OFFER. THE TREND IS NOW FOR A LOT MORE THAN TABLETS, DESKTOPS AND SMART
PHONES, THE MARKET DEMAND IS FOR ANYTHING TECHNOLOGY HAS TO OFFER THAT WILL MAKE WORK-LIFE A
LOT EASIER. WE HAVE ROUNDED UP SOME SMART GADGETS THAT SHOULD FIT THE BILL:

THE SOUND:
BOSE SOUND LINK MINI
BLUETOOTH SPEAKER II

Big sound in such a
small speaker.
Listen to your music
practically anywhere
thanks to the Bluetooth
technology. Plus, the
built-in speakerphone allows
you to take calls out loud too!
The battery gives you about
10 hours of continuous listening before
having to charge it again so it’ll survive your
entire day at the beach.

THE GOPRO:
GOPRO HERO4
BLACK 4K ACTION
CAMERA

This is the most
advanced GoPro ever
and has the highest
customer satisfaction
ratings too. Get ready
for the best adventure
of your life.

THE EARBUD FAN:
APPLE WIRELESS
AIR PODS IN WHITE

Now that you’ve been
seeing everyone sporting
these (and, no, they don’t
fall out when running) it’s
finally time to buy a pair
for yourself.

THE CURRENT: LATEST APPLE TV 64GB
WITH SIRI TECHNOLOGY

Once you try this TV, you will never quite watch TV
or listen to music the same way again.

FOR THE
OUTDOOR MOVIE LOVER:
VIEW SONIC PJD5155 SVGA
HDMI DLP, 3300 LUMENS PROJECTOR

With 3,300 lumens, you’ll be ready to host
outdoor movie nights for the neighborhood!
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GOOGLE HOME
WI-FI REPLACEMENT

The perfect
replacement to your
existing wireless system
and a great way to totally remove deadzones in your home. This gadget covers
from 1500 – 4500 square feet!
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ELON
MUSK
What do Artificial Intelligence, space exploration,
electric cars, and planetary transportation tubes
have in common? Aside from being common
fixtures in Science Fiction, what unites these
ideas is the one man behind them all, the man
who plans on sustainably bringing them into
existence for the benefit of all humanity: Elon
musk. In this article Dima Issa takes a candid look
at this Innovative icon.
It’s rare to find a man whose work involves saving the planet,
exploring the cosmos, and understanding the nature of
consciousness in one, as each is a task befitting a lifetime. So
how did it come to be that the 53rd richest person in the world
(according to Forbes magazine) and the 21st most powerful
person became determined to use his power for planetary
change?

Early career

in college, his love of science-fiction
literature led him to ask himself a very powerful question,
“What will most affect the future of humanity?” and
the answer he came up with was a list of five things:
the internet; sustainable energy; space exploration, in
particular the permanent extension of life beyond Earth;
artificial intelligence; and reprogramming the human
genetic code.
He decided to pursue sustainable energy initially, enrolling in a Stanford PhD program to study high energy
density capacitors, a technology aimed at finding more
efficient ways to store energy than the non-renewable
form of the battery. However, two days into the program
he got itchy feet. The year was 1995, and the internet
wave was growing into a tsunami — which Elon intended to surf!

The internet so he crossed off sustainable energy as

his starting point (intending to return to it at a later time)
and embarked on a journey following the first item on
his list to change the future of humanity: the internet.
He tried interviewing with Netscape, but was too shy
to secure the position, and instead teamed up with his
brother Kimbal (who had followed Elon to the United
States) to start their own company — Zip2.
Tim Urban, the mind behind the WaitButWhy blog,
describes Zip2 as being “like a primitive combination of
Yelp and Google Maps, far before anything like either of
those existed. The goal was to get businesses to realize
that being in the Yellow Pages would soon become
outdated, and that it was a good idea to get themselves
into an online directory.”

Early life Musk was born in 1971 in South Africa. He was a Taking risks just like anyone taking a risk and startself-described geek, voraciously read science fiction, and had
an aptitude for self-learning. As such, he had a tough time at
school in Pretoria, and was perceived as an outcast. He was
badly bullied, to say the least, and ended up in hospital on a
few occasions. In spite of, or perhaps because of the animosity
he faced, he would often read for 10 hours a day — a lot of
science fiction initially, and then a lot of non-fiction too.

ing their own company, out of college, times were tough
initially for the ‘just out of college’ brothers. They had to
resort to sleeping in the office and showering at the local
community center.
Their hard work paid off and in 1999, at the peak of the
internet boom of the nineties, they sold their company
for $307 million. Musk, who was 27, made $22 million
in his share.

At the age of nine, his fascination broadened to technology,
when he got his hands on his first computer. It came with five
kilobytes of memory and a user manual that was supposed
to take the user six months to complete. Nine-year-old Elon
finished it in three days. Not surprisingly, by the time he was
12 he had designed and created his own computer game,
Blaster, which he sold to a PC company for $500 ($1,200 in
today’s standard).

Empire building any other 27 year old might have
seen this as the apex of their career, and would have
folded their arms smugly as they embarked on an early
retirement. However, Musk had four more items on his list
of changing the world, and wasn’t about to stop there.

By age 17 he left South Africa forever. He hadn’t been able to
identify with the culture there, and had a vision of living and
working in Silicon Valley — which he saw as the Promised
Land of futurism and technology. He immigrated to Canada,
thanks to his mother’s Canadian citizenship, and then a few
years later transferred to the University of Pennsylvania, as his
golden ticket into America.

He invested three quarters of his net worth into his new
idea of creating an online banking system, called X.com,
where everything could be done online. Back then; it
was a fringe concept pushing at the boundaries of what
the internet was capable of, however in current times it
has become very much the norm. X.com paired up with a
finance company called Confinity, run by Peter Thiel and
Max Levchin. (continued on page 22)
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ELON MUSK

Lets take a look at Elon Musk’s trailblazing leadership style and inspirational quotes from
this amazing business icon with associated action steps:

Seek criticism
“Really pay attention to negative feedback and solicit it,
particularly from friends. Hardly anyone does that, and it's
incredibly helpful." Elon Musk
Criticism is like exercise. In the beginning, it's tough. But it slowly
leads to many long-term benefits. He is regularly heard saying:
"I think it's very important to have a feedback loop, where you're
constantly thinking about what you've done and how you could
be doing it better."

Action steps:

Write down five people who would give you
brutally honest criticism. This could be your coworkers, direct
manager, significant other, close friends, or even your parents.
Then ask them about what you should fix right now.

PayPal was born both companies began to notice a Falcon 1 Gets Launched Musk got intimately involved
strong demand for their money-transfer services, which
suddenly pitted the two companies against each other.
They decided to merge into a new company and PayPal
was born. However, there was still trouble with the upper
echelons of leadership.
In 2000, when Musk left on honeymoon, Thiel and Levchin
staged a coup and removed Elon as CEO, replacing him
with Thiel. He stayed on in a senior position, continuing to
invest in the company, and later was rewarded when eBay
bought PayPal in 2002 for $1.5 billion (Musk’s share was
$180 million).
Just as before, instead of buying an island and living out the
rest of his days in a breeze, Elon used the earnings to solely
fund his even bigger, even more mind-bending next project:
space exploration.

The start of SpaceX and Tesla SpaceX was born

in 2002, and its initial purpose was to make humans into a
multi-planetary species by colonizing Mars over the next
century. Musk was on a roll, and in 2004 decided to pursue
two of his dreams simultaneously — space exploration,
and sustainable energy. This is when he launched the
electric car company Tesla, which sought to revolutionize
the world’s transport, and which as of February 2018 has
produced 300,000 vehicles, and sent one Tesla Roadster
successfully into space.
In 2008 times were tough for SpaceX! Their first three rockets
exploded upon launch, and the damages put an enormous
drain on the company’s funds. Rather than accept defeat,
Elon turned to books and research, determined to find a
solution. When he started SpaceX, he was coming from
a coding background. But now, more than ever, he took
it upon himself to learn and master the fundamentals of
rocket science. One of the books he credits his success to is
“Structures: Or Why Things Don’t Fall Down” a book about
structural engineering by J.E. Gordon, a British scientist.
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with the planning and design of SpaceX’s Falcon rocket,
and Falcon 1 became the first privately developed rocket
to successfully launch and go into orbit around earth. This
is when SpaceX caught NASA’s interest, and NASA offered
SpaceX a $1.6 billion dollar contract to help with the next 12
Falcon launches.
Since then, SpaceX has launched 20 rockets — each of
them a success and NASA is a regular client.
The Tesla Model S has become a smashing success, with a
consumer report rating of 99/100 (the highest ever) and a
safety ranking of 5.4/5. Musk’s ventures are all on an upward
spiral of success, and is he ready for early retirement now?
Of course not! There are still items on his list to develop, and
he still has the dream of saving the future of humanity.

No stopping Elonh

his newest and possibly most
ambitious project to date is Neuralink, which is a startup
that is centered on creating devices that can be implanted
in the human brain, with the eventual purpose of helping
human beings merge with software and keep pace with
advancements in artificial intelligence.These enhancements
could improve memory or allow for more direct interfacing
with computing, in addition to downloading and preserving
your consciousness forever! A lofty task, but if we know
anything about Elon, we know that his sight is set on the
stars, and his mission is to help humanity achieve the future
we’ve all been imagining.
Elon Musk’s central force is all about turning our wildest
science fiction dreams into reality, a concept of which he
has proven himself more than capable. Therefore, as lasting
thoughts, who better to quote but Philip K. Dick, an author
of science fiction who states; “The measure of a man is not
his intelligence or how quickly he rises in the establishment.
No, the true measure of a man is this: how quickly can he
respond to the needs of others and how much of himself
can he give.”

Challenge reality
"Boil things down to the most fundamental truths. Then reason
up from there." Elon Musk
People have said battery packs will always be expensive, because
they’re expensive to make, and that’s just how it is. Yet Musk
realized that when you break down batteries into their fundamental
components (cobalt, nickel, aluminum, carbon, polymers, and a
steel can) and build your own batteries, costs go down dramatically.
This led to Tesla Energy.

Action steps: Write down your biggest challenge right now,
whether personal or professional and break down that problem to
its most basic components.After understanding the fundamental
inputs, work out how each of those smaller components can be
improved upon, changed, or executed completely differently?

Keep the focus
"Will this activity result in a better product? If not, stop those
efforts." Elon Musk
Elon Musk preaches the power of focus. For example, many
companies put more money into marketing than they do
engineering. Musk would rather minimally promote an incredible
product than promote the living hell out of a mediocre one: “At
Tesla, we’ve never spent any money on advertising. We’ve put all
our money into R&D, engineering, design, and manufacturing to
build the best car possible. When we consider spending money,
we ask, 'Will this create a better product?' If not, we don’t proceed
with spending the money.”

Action steps:

Create a list of 20 goals you have for the
next year, and then reduce that list to five goals. It’s incredibly
challenging to narrow these down, but once you do, you’ll
experience rapid progress.

Don’t be afraid of failure
"Failure is an option here. If things are not failing, you are not
innovating enough." Elon Musk
When you’re starting a company with a mission for interplanetary

exploration, failure is a viable option. Instead of throwing in
the towel, Elon Musk plans for anticipated failure and creates
contingency plans. “If we don’t get the first SpaceX rocket launch
to succeed by the time we’ve spent $100 million, we will stop the
company. That will be enough for three attempted launches.”
His first launch for SpaceX rocket failed and cost $30 million. The
second attempt failed and cost $60 million. On the third and last
attempt, it successfully launched and won a $1.6 billion contract
from NASA for 12 resupply flights to the station. Was Elon Musk
concerned about failure? Absolutely! But did he create a plan to
address possible failure? Yes! And that’s precisely what allowed
him to put rockets into space.

Action steps:

What’s a project you’ve been meaning to take
on but haven't gotten round to yet? Have you convinced yourself
that you don't have enough time, or some other reason? Write
your project down and work out the absolute worst-case scenario.
Then discard the problems you have no control over and create a
contingency plan for each problem you can control.

Eliminate worries
"I figured if I could live off a dollar a day then, at least from a food
stand point, it's pretty easy to earn $30 a month." Elon Musk
After defining worst-case scenarios and addressing solutions
to potential problems, the best way to remove fear is by literally
putting yourself in that worst-case situation and seeing how you
feel. For example, when Elon Musk decided he wanted to be an
entrepreneur at 17 years old, he forced himself to live off $1 per
day and lived mainly off hot dogs and oranges. Elon didn’t do it
because he was poor. He did it to see if he had what it takes to lead
the life as an entrepreneur. And since he was successful with this
experiment, he knew that money would not be an issue. so he went
out and did what he does best and took the risk!

Action steps:

Imagine you’re living that worst-case scenario
right now. Write down how you would feel in detail. If you believe
you could get through your worst-case scenario (after imagining
how it feels), go out and take the risk.

Solve problems beyond yourself
"If something is important enough, even if the odds are against
you, you should still do it." Elon Musk
A lot of people focus on finding a secure job that makes them
happy. They ask about the salary, the benefits and the culture.
But rarely do they ask if their work is going to make an impact on
the world? Elon Musk didn’t ask himself, “What are some of the
best ways I can make money?” Instead, as he left PayPal, he asked
himself, “What are some of the problems that are likely to affect the
future of humanity?” Musk never mentions profit in interviews. He
discusses SpaceX's goal to make humanity into a multi-planetary
species, or Tesla's goal to accelerate the world's movement toward
having mostly electric cars.

Action steps:

Write down the projects you are working
on right now. Then ask yourself, "Am I solving a problem beyond
myself?" If not, write down the steps needed to reach that level.

And a final quote from this tycoon that has such a relentless drive (and is obviously a workaholic ☺)

"Work like hell. I mean you just have to put in 80-to 100-hour workweeks. If other people are putting in 40-hour workweeks and you're putting
in 100-hour workweeks, then even if you're doing the same thing, you know that you will achieve in four months what it takes them a year to
achieve.”
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SIMPLY CREATING A CULTURE
OF ACCOUNTABILITY

Personal accountability is an admirable trait, one that everyone should strive to attain. But as a leader, or a highfunctioning member of a team, are you striving to create a culture of accountability? - By: C.J. Goulding

FIVE WAYS TO CREATE A CULTURE OF ACCOUNTABILITY

THE S.I.M.P.L.E WAY TO CREATE A CULTURE OF ACCOUNTABILITY:
Set expectations

It is important to set firm, clear, and concise expectations. Accountability will not grow where team members are unsure
of the group’s purpose and vision. Teams need to know what are the expectations before you can expect them to be
held accountable. You can set expectations by:
· Clearly communicating the mission and vision.
· Emphasizing the urgency and importance of whatever task is assigned.
· Laying out the standards that will be upheld throughout the process.
· Be specific regarding end results, time frames, and expected levels of effort.
· Clearly and explicitly defining each member’s role and responsibilities.

Invite commitment

Although you may make these initial conditions and goals clear, it is important to have the team members commit to
standards and expectations. Work with your team to make sure that everyone commits to their role, understanding how
it will benefit both the individual and the team. Be sure to put it in writing, too. This will give the commitment a physical
representation that cannot be debated. Accountability grows when this connection is made, and is enhanced when
other people are aware of the commitment.

Measure progress

Measure the progress of team members in alignment with the goals and expectations set out at the beginning. Goals
can only be measured when they are quantified. Compare the measured results to the goals to find out where team
members need the most improvement.

Provide feedback

After setting clear expectations, committing to set goals, and measuring progress, it is important to provide feedback
to team members so that there can be improvement towards the goal. When creating an accountability culture in a
company, make sure that the feedback that you do give highlights both the positive things that the team member has
done and the areas where they can improve.

Link to consequences

Sometimes employees need a little external motivation to live up to their commitments. When they struggle to reach
their goals, you can help them by administering appropriate consequences. Do not confuse consequences with
punishments. Punishments are those things inflicted on employees that make them pay for their shortcomings. They
do not contribute to a solution. Consequences, however, will guide and focus employees' behavior and encourage
them to take their commitments more seriously.

LET’S START OFF WITH A LITTLE STORY THAT MIGHT SOUND FAMILIAR:

IT'S NOT MY JOB
This is a story of four people named Everybody, Somebody, Anybody, and Nobody. There was an important job to
be done and Everybody was asked to do it. Everybody was sure Somebody would do it. Anybody could have done
it, but Nobody did it. Somebody got angry about that because it was Everybody’s job. Everybody thought Anybody
could do it, but Nobody realized that Everybody wouldn’t do it. It ended that Everybody blamed Somebody when
Nobody did what Anybody could have done.
Accountability is an odd concept. It has been defined as having the responsibility and authority to act and fully accept
the natural and logical consequences for the results of those actions. While some may attach a negative air to the word
accountability, research indicates that holding people accountable for their results has very positive effects: greater
accuracy of work, better response to role obligations, more vigilant problem solving, better decision making, more
cooperation with co-workers, and higher team satisfaction.
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Evaluate effectiveness

Not all methods of operation are effective! Waiting until the end of the process or project to evaluate the effectiveness
can severely hamper the potential of you as an individual or your team as a whole. Step aside and assess the plan and
the participating team members. Evaluate the effectiveness of each component, good and bad, in relation to the goal
and mission.
An accountability culture does not end with evaluating effectiveness, and it is not established by going through the
process once. Assess the efficiency of the process and the team and use the information you have gained to improve
the process moving forward. It will make for a much more efficient team and will definitely enhance trust between team
members.

Cecilia Goulding is a free-lance writer and public speaker that loves figuring out what makes people tick,
looking for tips on communication, improving human relations, and sharing her knowledge with others.
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MISTAKES THAT MAKE GOOD PEOPLE QUIT
Managers are often heard complaining about their best employees leaving, and they really do have
something to complain about—few things are as costly and disruptive as good people leaving the
organization. By: Travis Bradberry
It is vital to have motivated, engaged employees, but a lot of organizations fail to hold managers accountable for making it happen.
When they don’t, the bottom line suffers. Managers tend to blame their turnover problems on a lot of things, while ignoring the crux
of the matter: people don’t leave jobs; they mostly leave managers. The sad thing is that this can easily be avoided. All that’s required
is a new perspective and some extra effort on the manager’s part.
• Gallup research shows that 70% of an employee’s motivation is influenced by his or her manager.
• Research from the University of California found that motivated employees were 31% more productive, had 37% higher sales, and
were three times more creative than demotivated employees.
• A Corporate Leadership Council study on over 50,000 people, found that motivated employees are 87% less likely to quit.

So, let's take a look at some of the things that managers do that can send good people out the door:
OVERWORKING PEOPLE

NOT HONORING COMMITMENTS

Nothing burns good employees out quite like overworking them.
It’s tempting to work the best people hard, and a lot of managers
fall into this trap. Overworking good employees is perplexing; it
makes them feel as if they’re being punished for great performance;
and it’s also counterproductive. New research from Stanford shows
that productivity per hour declines sharply when the workweek
exceeds 50 hours, and productivity drops off so much after 55
hours that you don’t get anything out of working more. If you must
increase how much work your talented employees are doing,
you’d better increase their status as well. Talented employees will
take on a bigger workload, but they won’t stay if their job suffocates
them in the process. Raises, promotions, and title-changes are all
acceptable ways to increase workload. If you simply increase
workload because people are talented, without changing a thing,
they will seek another job that gives them what they deserve.

Making promises to people and keeping them is important. When
you uphold a commitment, you grow in the eyes of your employees
because you prove yourself to be trustworthy and honorable (two
very important qualities in a boss). But when you disregard your
commitment, you come across as uncaring, and disrespectful. After
all, if the boss doesn’t honor his or her commitments, why should
anyone else?

HIRING & PROMOTING THE WRONG PEOPLE
Good, hard-working employees want to work with like-minded
professionals. When managers don’t do the hard work of hiring
good people, it’s a major let down for those stuck working
alongside them. Promoting the wrong people is even worse. When
you work very hard only to get passed over for a promotion that’s
given to someone who didn't deserve it, it’s a massive insult.

NOT RECOGNIZING OR REWARDING GOOD WORK NOT ENCOURAGING PASSIONS
It’s easy to underestimate the power of a pat on the back, especially
with top performers who are intrinsically motivated. Everyone
likes kudos, none more so than those who work hard and give
everything they had got. Managers need to communicate with
their people to find out what makes them feel good (for some, it’s
a raise; for others, it’s public recognition) and then to reward them
for a job well done. With top performers, this will happen often if
you’re doing it right.

Talented employees are passionate. Providing opportunities for
them to pursue their passions improves their productivity and job
satisfaction. But many managers want people to work within a little
box. These managers fear that productivity will decline if they let
people expand their focus and pursue their passions. This fear is
unfounded. Studies show that people who are able to pursue their
passions at work experience flow, a euphoric state of mind that is
five times more productive than the norm.

FAILING TO DEVELOP PEOPLE’S SKILLS

FAILING TO ENGAGE CREATIVITY

When managers are asked about their inattention to employees,
they try to excuse themselves, using words such as “trust,”
“autonomy,” and “empowerment.” Good managers manage, no
matter how talented the employee. They pay attention and are
constantly listening and giving feedback. Management may have
a beginning, but it certainly has no end. When you have a talented
employee, it’s up to you to keep finding areas in which they can
improve to expand their skill set. The most talented employees
want feedback—more so than the less talented ones—and it’s your
job to keep it coming. If you don’t, your best people will grow bored
and complacent.

The most talented employees seek to improve everything they
touch. If you take away their ability to change and improve things
because you’re only comfortable with the status quo, this makes
them dislike their jobs. Caging up this innate desire to create not
only limits them, it limits you.

NOT ENOUGH INTELLECTUAL CHALLENGE

Great bosses challenge their employees to accomplish things
that seem inconceivable at first. Instead of setting mundane,
incremental goals, they set lofty goals that push people out of their
comfort zones. Then, good managers do everything in their power
to help them succeed. When talented and intelligent people find
NOT CARING ABOUT EMPLOYEES
themselves doing things that are too easy or boring, they seek
Smart companies make certain that managers know how to balance other jobs that will challenge their intellects.
between being professional and being human. This equates to
the kind of manager who celebrates employee successes and If you want your best people to stay, you need to think carefully
empathizes when employees are going through hard times. Bosses about how you treat them. While good employees may be quite
who fail to care will have high turnover rates. It is not possible for resilient, remember their talent gives them an abundance of
employees to work eight-plus hours a day if they feel that their boss options. You need to make them want to work for you and stay
does not care about anything other than the production yield.
focused on ways to keep good talent in the organization.
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LIVE YOUR

LEGEND

INNOVATIVE LEADERSHIP

INNOVATION MY FIRST ENCOUNTER AS A LEADER

Mohamed Abdellatif shares his first encounter with innovation and leadership and
his wisdom gained since then.

O

n the very first meeting with one of my managers early
in my career; fueled with the immense excitement of
my new promotion, I started off by showering him with
a bunch of new ideas I wanted to bring to the business. He laid
back into his seat and smiled, I can still hear the echos of his
calm voice in my ears: “That’s great, prioritize and implement
then keep me informed.”
Now here is your first lesson. When it comes to innovation,
your ultimate role as a leader is to DRIVE innovation and not
necessarily come up with new ideas yourself. You might be
surprised that your best ideas could come from your team
and not from your own head. Back then I did get the core idea
of what he was hinting. I went back to my team and started
listening to them before even proposing my own insights,
yet I don’t think I comprehended the full meaning of my
manager’s message all at once. Years passed and experience
accumulated, and I continued to recall his valuable advice
and appreciate the depth of that invaluable coaching
moment. It resulted in developing my own philosophy on
leading innovation around the acronym “DRIVE”.

Leaders are expected to D.R.I.V.E innovation:

D for define innovation!

Going back to the roots of the word; innovation is
derived from the latin word “innovatus”; meaning
“moving into the new”, which in itself clearly sets the
stage for the broader meaning of innovation, releasing
it from the conventional association with “inventions”
to the broader realm of introducing renovation.
According to Peter Brabeck, the legendary x-CEO of
Nestlé S.A, renovation is to change at least as fast as
consumer expectations in order to keep pace with the
industry, while, innovation is to leapfrog, to move faster
and go beyond what consumers will tell you so you can
maintain leadership position. When you hear this quote
you might assume that innovation is more important in
Nestlé. Actually for those who have worked in Nestlé,
we all know the company takes both renovation and
innovation on an equal footing of significance. You
need both in order for you company to evolve and
flourish.
Many leaders get obsessed by demanding big leaps
and miss out on the little improvement steps. The
reality is that companies could wait decades for a big,
new breakthrough so the little steps are important to
keep your firm competitive, day-in and day-out, with
the industry. That’s why I personally prefer not to
segregate the two definitions and rather always couple
them whenever I teach “leading innovation” in my
classes, I leave behind the technicality of definitions to
the reader’s choice yet I urge every leader to recognize
the broader perspective.

R as in risk for innovation!

In his attempt to encourage innovation Elon Musk, CEO
of Tesla, says, “Failure is an option here. If things are
not failing, you are not innovating enough.” Usually
employees may hold back from innovation as they try
not to mess up what is already working. The first step
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you need to do in order to motivate your team is to unhook those
presumptions and encourage them to take the famous leap of faith
by establishing a risk friendly environment. Easy to say yet hard to live
up to; the moment you lose your patience, you will be sending out
an irreversible signal that you don’t really mean it when you say you
welcome risks, and there is no way back from that permanent crack.
Biting your tongue on failures has a bitter taste but there is a way you
can control the damage; determine its acceptable scope from the
start, like defining an error-allowance on each project, that’s what
many entrepreneurs call “ taking an intelligent risk”. Along this you
will have to put together a script manual of what to do if things get too
far beyond that preset tolerable error zone. Sometimes you will need
to have courage to pull the safety trigger and call the whole project
off. An interesting story we always tell in this arena is the new-Coke
down hill Classic-Coke up hill Coca Cola case study. A story that baby
boomers and early x-generation marketers grew up learning. If you
have missed out on it, I really encourage you to check it out.

I for identify good ideas!

Awaiting one good idea to come across is like looking for a mountain
diamond in a river of mud. You roll your fingers in the dirt endlessly for
the hope of that moment of striking gold. The only trouble is that the
‘diamonds’ can easily get overlooked. Look out for those odd opinions
in office meetings, unusual bold proposals or things that have never
been tried before. As a leader you have to train yourself how to spot
the uncut diamonds. Unfortunately there is no prescription to follow;
you will have to trust your instinct on that. Trial and error is inevitable
but if you pay enough attention long enough you will develop your
own intuition in detecting the genotype of brilliance.

V as in validating for what is important!

As you expand the definition and continue to encourage innovation
there is only one caveat: many good initiatives will actually be
presented to you and then you and your team will have to make
choices. This doesn’t mean filtering good ideas from bad ones, we
already addressed that with the previous section; this is the time when
you may have to turn down good ideas as well. As a leader you are
expected to ensure your teams are focused on what matters for your
organization purpose, so it is not in the number of changes you work
on but really the quality those changes can bring to the consumers.
There is no better way to outline the importance of driving focus in
innovation than what Tim Cook, Apple CEO, once said in an interview
with FastCompany: “The priorities are about saying no to a bunch of
great ideas. We can do more things than we used to do because we’re
a bit bigger. But in the scheme of things versus our revenue, we’re
doing very few things. You could put every product we’re making on
this table, I doubt anybody that is anywhere near our revenue could
say that.”

E for embedding innovation in your organization!

This section has to do with the practices you, as a leader should
introduce to your organization in order to ensure innovation is an
embedded way of woking in your firm. Senior leaders need to inject
teams with members who are guaranteed to vocalize their opinions
and challenge status quo within different silos and tear down walls
when necessary; whilst

middle managers should refrain from hiring their own copies but rather aim for diversity of backgrounds and mindsets. Julie
Sweet, CEO - North America; said, “There is a very genuine belief that without diversity of thought, companies can't innovate”.
Secondly you will need to ensure innovation is properly recognized, design proper systems that appreciate both day-to-day
renovation ideas and are flexible enough to provide outstanding rewards for unusual breakthroughs. Celebrate when those
breakthroughs happen, make it visible to everyone, to motivate others to join the league. This is critically important since
by default in the revenues-driven corporate world we all get too worried about quarterly and annual objectives, while if you
look at true innovations some could need years in order to materialize and lead to fruition. Rewarding innovation will ensure
it doesn’t get crushed under the wheels of chasing quotas. Not to mention this is not a league of creativity so make sure you
reward execution rather than just rewarding good ideas, even if the final product is far from reality, still you can reward steps
achieved on ground in the pursuit of the final output. Execution is the last stage of embedding innovation, when people see
ideas implemented they will no doubt believe this is a truly inviting environment for innovation.

Finally, to describe someone as innovative, is it a skill or an attitude?

I had a great chance of joining hundreds of interviewing panels recruiting for marketers and key management positions where
innovation was key to the role. I remember how hiring panel members occasionally argued whether innovation is a skill that
candidates could inherit or is it an attitude that can be explored within the day-to-day behaviors. Believing in the broader
perspective of innovation, the side of argument for attitude always won. If a certain person is innovative, he or she will always
seek for improvements whether it is obviously demanded or when everyone overlooks it. There is no magic traffic signal that
will let people know when it is time to innovate, those ‘innovative-by-nature’ professionals will always be ready to grasp the
opportunity as it flies by. As Jeff Bezos, CEO of Amazon once said; “My view is there is no bad time to innovate”.
Speaking of attitude, one last attribute that was always helpful in recruitment was looking for innovative people who can work
in teams; as Reed Hastings, CEO of Netflix advises: “Do not tolerate brilliant jerks, the cost to teamwork is too high”.
Mohamed has worked widely across the MENA region for the past 18 years. He is a pharmacist with experience of working as a senior
executive for multinationals. The last position held was Country Business Manager at Nestlé. He is currently working as a freelancer
consultant, whilst managing his own private business, as well as pursuing a Masters Degree in Physics and teaching at AUC
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WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH ADAPTATION IN TIMES OF CRISIS

confidence in the country’s efforts to bridge the balance of
payment gap. In itself, the EFF doesn’t mean much, however it
is the accompanying structural reforms that the private sector is
keenly awaiting.
The private sector has embraced the newly introduced VAT, higher
utility costs, and overall inflation as the price of doing business in
one of the most promising markets in the near future. This was
driven by the belief in a long-awaited overhauled investment law
and better transparency and stability in legislations.
The journey remains long with all eyes on the labour law that
most investors believe is a key hurdle to FDI growth. However, it
is recognized that an overhaul of this law has to be preceded by
introduction of a social welfare system that offers unemployment
benefits that sustain families above the international poverty line;
a target that is ambitious for the current state of affairs.
The private sector is the main engine of economic growth
in Egypt with an estimated 80% of GDP growth (2015) and
employing more than half of the 28.4 million workforce in 2015.
The private sector is also the highest exporter, with 52% of all
exports in 2015, significantly above the public sector at 36% .

WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH
ADAPTATION IN TIMES OF CRISIS

W

hat makes some economies more robust than others in challenging times? What is the
private sector role in tough times? And why do some institutions withstand difficult
situations more than others? Ramy Youssef sheds light on this interesting subject.

With two revolutions in less than twenty four months, dwindling
foreign currency reserves, a delicate security situation, and
a relatively high unemployment rate, there is no consensus
on whether or not Egypt is a ‘fragile’ country. Although the
OECD’s ‘States of Fragility 2016’ report classifies Egypt, the most
populous middle-eastern and North-African state, as moderately
fragile, the World Bank did not announce a similar view.

builders, delivery staff etc.) serving people employed in the
official economy and the majority of the cash economy.

A final reason has to do with the nature of Egyptians. Since the
dawn of time, Egyptians are accustomed to dealing with crises,
from the Nile floods to various occupations since the pharaonic
pre-dynasty times to the modern-day revolutions. This, combined
with a civilization built around agriculture, has created qualities
acceptance to difficulties as part of life and a high level of belief
The Egyptian economy at a glance the past six years of
in, and determination to, positive change.
have proven the Egyptian economy more robust than the market
expected as it persevered through its difficulties amidst world
economic slowdown significantly impacting expatriate transfers, Egypt post 2011 the past couple of years have witnessed a
Suez Canal revenues, and tourism income – the Country’s top paradigm shift in fundamental economic reform with a keen focus
three sources of foreign currency.
on building a sustainable model while balancing the immediate
It is rather baffling to observers as to how the Egyptian economy needs of lower income brackets of society. With the decision to
is still growing when official numbers would suggest a complete float the Egyptian pound on November 3rd 2016, cut subsidies,
halt. There are a few reasons, some less obvious than others. The and invest in much-needed infrastructure, Egypt is definitely
key factor is the diversity of the Egyptian economy that lessens on track to regain international trust as one of the key potential
the impact of any particular sector on the overall economy.
regional markets.
Another key reason is the bustling shadow economy. Studies
have placed the shadow economy in Egypt at 20% to 30% of With significant foreign currency shortages in 2015 and 2016,
GDP. This includes most self-employed blue-collars (cleaners, the $12bn IMF Extended Fund Facility (EFF) came as a vote of
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PPP synergy is key looking back at our three decades in

Egypt, we believe the private sector has a vast role to play in
developing emerging economies. Yet, this cannot be done in
isolation as neither the government nor the private sector can
singlehandedly achieve development. Working through an
alternate PPP (Private-public partnership) model could result in
significant synergies.
The private sector role can be more effective as part of a centrally
orchestrated master plan. Having identified the key growth
sectors of the economy, the private sector is best placed to help
define the right investment incentives to be offered. The wealth
of experience in the private sector, through years of knowing
what doesn’t work, is a critical success factor in shaping a fit-forpurpose incentive structure per economic sector.
A performance-driven mind-set in the private sector would align
well with a KPI-driven investment plan where investor rewards
are linked to achievement of the master plan milestones per
sector.
Finally, being the biggest employer, the private sector has a
better chance of high-grading the skillset of the workforce.
Incentives such as tax-deductibility of training cost could help
the private sector help the country more.
We believe in the fundamentals of the Egyptian economy, our
industry, and the country’s ability to drive significant economic
growth in the coming years. We expect an economic boom post
the Egyptian pound flotation, fiscal reforms, and investor-friendly
legislations. We continue to back this belief with investments.
We hope other investors follow suit.

Case Study From the mountains to the valley it was
a cold morning in October 1958 when a young egg delivery boy
pedalling through the narrow streets of Zahlé, Lebanon, started
to plan for his first business venture, a small poultry farm. 59 years
later, Musa Freiji is Chairman to one of the largest integrated
Poultry and Agribusiness groups in Egypt.
Founded with a vision to provide ‘affordable protein to the
Middle-East’, Wadi Group was established in 1984 in Egypt after
Musa joined forces with the late Philip Nasrallah, a prominent
poultry producer in Lebanon. The Group has an estimated 17%
market share of the Egyptian poultry industry , 15% of poultry
feed production, ten thousand acres of olive trees and grape
groves, six factories and a workforce of around three thousand
five hundred. With a turnover of EGP4.8 billion (USD 300 million)
per annum, it is companies like Wadi that drive the Egyptian
economy forward.
Through the past thirty-three years of operations, Wadi has
endured various difficult situations, the most significant being
the avian flu pandemic in 2006, which altered the face of the
poultry industry in Egypt. The Group, as part of Egypt as a
whole, endured through revolutions, currency devaluations, and
evolving fiscal policies.

Adaptation in times of crisis the past six years have been

a real test of Wadi’s management ability to cope and respond to
an ever-changing macroeconomic and fiscal environment. Being
the second largest grain importer, after China, Egypt’s food sector
is significantly impacted by foreign currency availability and
hence pricing. The poultry sector demand in Egypt witnessed
significant fluctuations, as roughly 70% of the cost of poultry
meat is feed – usually imported yellow corn and soybean.
Our strategy has been to focus on the basics. People need to eat
and being a responsible citizen meant that we have an obligation
to continue to supply the market with an affordable source of
protein even if it meant compromising on our profitability. Our
employees need to be looked after in times of crisis and we have
decided not to take decisions on workforce reduction aiming
at cost cutting. Rather, we focussed on enhancing operating
efficiency, buying smarter, and reducing waste in our factories.

“We believe in the fundamentals of the Egyptian
economy, our industry, and the country’s ability
to drive significant economic growth”
Our flexible financial strategy through access to foreign currency,
export markets, and preferential interest rates, also helped us to
continue to compete in difficult times.
At times when investors were uncertain, Wadi has taken final
investment decision on a project aiming to double its poultry
production by 2020 and our poultry school is fully operational.
This school aims at increasing the technical level of our industry
through vocational training.

Ramy Youssef is wadi Group's Chief Financial Officer. Ramy has over 20 years of experience in the areas of financial management,
economics evaluations and restructuring & transformation across various industries and regions, including Angola, UK and the
middle East. He has worked for global firms including Henkel, Shell and BP. Ramy holds two degrees in Business Administration
and is passionate about change management and transformations in developing economies.
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Signature Thai Hospitality
in the heart of Cairo

Infused with traditional Thai design and offering genuine Thai hospitality, Dusit Thani LakeView brings a
taste of Thailand to the centre of Egypt. The 5-star hotel is strategically located in New Cairo’s Fifth
Settlement where guests are welcomed by the largest rooms and suites in greater Cairo, three outdoor
swimming pools, a Jacuzzi, a well-equipped ﬁtness centre, Devarana spa, and an array of ﬁne dining
options spanning a world of tastes and Asian ﬂavours.
The hotel also provides the biggest and most technologically advanced conference and events facilities in
the destination. Two mega ballrooms are ideal for large upscale events, with matchless views of the hotel
lakes and greenery. Fifteen smaller meeting rooms, supported by a professionally staffed Business Centre,
complement the meeting and banqueting facilities of the hotel.
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dusitcairo
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TEN WAYS TO INNOVATE AT WORK

WAYS TO
INNOVATE AT WORK
Turn the words "I can't" to "I can"

You are only as innovative as you allow yourself to be.
Be bold with coming up with creative ways to get rid of challenges at work

Turbocharge your "psychological creativity muscle" and catapult yourself into
problem solving mode
Don't wait to be confronted with problems before coming up with solutions . Look for what is not working well
and come up with an innovative solution to improve it.
"Invention is 1% inspiration, 99% prespiration!" - Thomas A. Edison

Collaborate and access available assets
Realize that no man is an island. You can never innovate alone in an orgnization. You need support, buy-in and
a change behaviour for any innovation to succeed.
Collaborate and widen your network.

Be persistent
Believe in yourself and your ideas. Once you have any innovative idea nailed down , be laser sharp focused to
do what it takes to achieve an end result that you envisioned.

Identify potential bottleneck
"Why should they buy into your innovative solution?"
Before you sell your innovative idea, give end users a very good reason why they need the innovation you are
pushing!

Innovate office meetings
Outside the box is where you want to be in order to be innovative
To innovate and impress at work, be sure to think outside the box, but aim to present your idea inside the box.

Take risks and be ready to fail or make mistakes
Certain amount of risk-taking or failure is inevitable with any innovation. Allow yourself to learn from your
mistakes.
Never be put off creativity by penalizing yourself for an idea that doesn't work out.
"I have not failed. I've just found 10,000 ways that won't work" - Thomas A. Edison

Let your mind wander often and set your brain free
Your day-to-day enviroment and routine can affect how you think and feel. The more stress-free and calm you
are, the more receptive you will be to tap into your creative sphere. Find a relaxing and inspiring spots that will
help to trigger your creativity.

Scribble things down often
Keep a journal and always scribble down your ideas and thoughts. Practice writing every though, idea, tip, and
inspiration down. Practice, lone brainstorming and think on paper.

Be curious, have the "need to know" attitude and challenge accordingly
You cannot innovate and impress at work if you are not curious. All great innovations are curious and they like to
solve problems. Try and go against the grains in how you see things.
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Make meetings faster and more effective by trying them out standing up! The entire meeting changes, when you
stand-up. It takes much less time to complete the meeting and you can take real action at the same time. Also,
attendees are not so distracted by phones or computers and this keeps the meeting more focused. And since
everyone will be spending less time in meetings, there will be more time to do work.

Stop Whining and Start Doing
Do you have a problem that you want to solve or a new idea that you think is worth implementing? We have the
solution! , Don’t just talk about it. Start working on it. Write a report, draw a business model, make a presentation
or build a prototype and show it off. People will take you more seriously and start giving you their support.

Make Brainstorming Gatherings
Gather a group of coworkers - especially the ones you trust and feel comfortable with - and brainstorm the issues
that you feel need to be solved or improved. Encourage each other to try out new things and contribute to each
other’s ideas. In this way, you can get inspired from each other and innovate.

Start Small
You don’t need to make a big innovation from the beginning. Start with small projects that you think can add
up eventually and make a difference. Small projects finish more quickly and therefore, you can get success and
the appreciation of your coworkers faster. For example: you can start innovating your meetings first. As you
achieve these small-scale projects, maybe you can start getting into bigger ones. Once people see that you are
delivering, they will trust in you more and let you work on bigger scale projects.
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LEADING WITH STYLE
Whether in business, politics or some other position of popular authority, there is a definite
advantage to having an understanding of various leadership styles and when to use them
by Julie-ann Odell .

LEADING WITH STYLE

Charismatic leadership

Charismatic leaders are the driving force behind their teams. They
generate a lot of enthusiasm in the team by inspiring employees
and helping them stay motivated. The one risk with this sort of
approach is too much motivation without action. Charismatic
leaders may succumb to overconfidence rather than analyzing
the realistic ability of the team to take a project to completion.

Democratic leadership

Democratic leadership is characterized by the distribution of responsibility and the empowerment of others. Democratic leaders
tend to be empathetic listeners who encourage open communication through all levels of the organization. Companies with
democratic leaders tend to foster a positive and motivating corporate culture, empowering employees to perform at their highest levels of capability. These companies emphasize reward over
punishment, they value teamwork, and they encourage participative decision-making. Democratic leadership is most appropriate when managing an experienced and professional team of
employees. Industries that lend themselves to a democratic leadership style include those that leverage creativity and creative
problem solving. Democratic leadership breaks down, however,
when a group faces a set of complex decisions, and when organizational agility is required to adapt to rapidly changing market
conditions.

Laissez-faire leadership

Sometimes called “hands-off,” laissez-faire leadership is the
least structured method of leadership. Here, decision-making
authority is the least concentrated, and employees have significant autonomy. In fact, the leader’s role in this leadership model
becomes peripheral, as employees manage their work independently. Work delegation is therefore spontaneous and uncoordinated. Laissez-faire leadership results in far less communication
between employees and their leader(s), as well as less communication employee-to-employee. Laissez-faire leadership tends to
bring out the best in small groups of highly trained and highly
motivated employees. In some cases, however, laissez-faire
leadership can also be the product of an unskilled management
team. In this case, laissez-faire leadership can result in employee
dissatisfaction, poor productivity and lack of motivation.

People-oriented leadership

W

ith the global challenges that the world is facing, the
task of leadership is far more complex and urgent than
in previous generations. Leaders can be more proactive
and influential by strategically using the strengths of various leadership styles that suit the particular challenges being faced and
particular needs of the people involved. Instead of selecting one
style, effective leaders are able to move among styles, selecting the
one that is required in the moment. Most leaders use a combination of leadership styles and these generally fall into one of the following categories:

Autocratic leadership is an asset when a company employs a large,
inexperienced staff, or when work must be coordinated across disparate groups. The drawback to this style is commonly associated
with high employee turnover and lower employee performance
and morale. The least appropriate conditions for applying autocratic leadership occur when high levels of employee creativity are
needed or when a democratic leadership model has been established previously.

Autocratic leadership

Bureaucratic leaders are all about following rules and regulations.
They make sure they adhere to the rules themselves and their staff
follows suit. This leadership style is most suited for working in a
risky environment that deals with worker safety issues including
working with heavy machinery, toxic chemicals, quality assurance
and large financial dealings.

Bureaucratic leadership

Leading as an autocrat can be likened to running a dictatorship
with a sole decision-maker whose directives are obeyed unquestioningly. Power and authority are highly concentrated and autocratic leaders are typically concerned with task accomplishment
rather than the happiness of those under their command. Often,
the autocratic leader is seen to maintain considerable social “dis- It may not be the best approach for developing a new product or
tance” from his or her constituency, and tends to motivate follow- re-defining a brand where an out-of-the-box approach and creative
ers by fear of punishment rather than by anticipation of rewards. thinking is required.
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The opposite approach to task-oriented leadership, a people-oriented leader is all about helping the team and individual employees by offering support and flexibility and meeting the needs of
the team. This style focuses on team building skills and positive
relationships, increasing overall work satisfaction and helping
retain top performers. Competent leaders know that combining
both task-oriented and people-oriented styles of leadership can
prove to be most effective.

Task-oriented leadership

Leaders who are highly task-oriented just want to get the job
done. They put forth action plans and monitor their staff to make
sure everyone is on track. Task-oriented leaders might set fixed
lunchtimes, implement a punch card time system, and demonstrate a lack of trust in their team. This could lead to low motivation among employees and a lack of job satisfaction with staff
leaving for another firm. However, task-oriented leaders make
efficient use of time, meet deadlines, and keep staff focused to
complete a critical task at hand.

Servant leadership

A servant leader is one that has no official title and is not formally

recognized as a leader but is a role assumed by a person at any
level in the organization that leads the team simply because they
seem to meet the needs of the team. This particular style is close
to democratic leadership where the entire team is involved in the
decision-making process. A servant-leader style is based on gaining power through ideals and values, which may not work in a
highly competitive situation where other, more assertive, styles
are employed.

Transformational leadership

The transformational leadership style is one of the most popular
leadership styles today and can be applied to a wide range of corporate opportunities. The transformational leader is one that has
integrity, defines clear goals, encourages steps to clear communication, coherently expresses a vision and sets a good example. This
style of leadership encourages, motivates, and supports employees
to work together toward a common goal. Transformational leaders
combine the best practices of most other leadership styles and in
practice are supported by transactional leaders who work as managers, making sure tasks are accomplished and the job gets done.
Transformational leadership works best when applied to situations
in which organizational change is required It also works well with
new companies where management needs to inspire employee
loyalty and induce high productivity while working toward longterm payoffs. Transformational leadership is less effective when
companies have had a succession of different leaders in a short
time, when the corporate culture inspired through transformational
leadership is significantly at odds with prevailing sentiments at the
company.

Transactional leadership

Transactional leadership is based on the premise that employees
are motivated by a system of punishment and reward. Employees
are assigned specific, well-defined tasks and are expected to execute these tasks precisely as agreed. Transactional leadership is
useful when company operations require that work be carried out
exactly as prescribed. The transactional style of leadership is less
suited for work environments that require creativity or dynamic
adaption to changing market conditions. Transactional leadership is a common form of leadership, applied mostly by middle
managers rather than top-level executives. Most leaders who
make use of the transactional leadership mode do so in combination with other leadership methods.

Leaders need to recognize their own skills and experience, and
also that of their team and ask themselves some important questions along the lines of:
What do we want to achieve?
What style of leadership will best serve that purpose?
Does the task involve routine work or does it need creative
thinking?
How is our organization structured?
What style of leadership will most empower the team?
The ability to take a team from “getting the job done” to “surpassing every goal and expectation with flying colors” requires an
understanding that there are many ways to lead. It is extremely
important that leaders do the best they possibly can, with the
knowledge they have, to inspire the people that follow them and
understand that not everyone gets motived and inspired in the
same way and there is not one right way to lead that fits all situations.
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EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT PAYS OFF

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT PAYS OFF
Engaged Employees are defined as being enthusiastic about their work and applying
positive action to further an organization’s reputation and interests. Hassan Helmy shares
his experience on how employee engagement really does pay off.

How is engagement advancing nowadays?

Companies are applying stable working tools, whether via the
local intranet or through screens, that both captures and delivers
messages from the management to the employees and vice
versa. The days of the “Suggestion Box may have worked in the
past, but employees starting feeling that it was just a place where
their ideas disappeared, or even that their ideas were taken on
by management and no credit given back.
Companies need to have communication tools in place that
process and handle two-way communication. It is vital that the
information gained is then supplied and used as a tool to drive
action that leads to success; as if the information is not handled
effectively the tool can quickly become a two-edged sword.

What challenges engagement?

Companies are expanding both geographically and functionally.
That means multiple locations and different directions for
different departments and/ or segments. Less and less
dependency on face-to-face meetings has become the norm.
The answer is to find better ways of delivering messages, aligning
staff and to make sure the departments have not become silos
or companies within companies. If you are working in the HR
field, you would find the same problem with performance
management, assessments and development. If you are on
the commercial or strategic side, you would face the same for
product alignment, achieving the results and managing the goto-market forums to avoid competitive reactions.
There has to be at least an annual staff meeting, better yet
quarterly mini meetings where strategy and achievements are
shared, and in which staff ideas are gathered and workshops are
conducted to make things real.

So what is in stock for the future of Engagement?

Technology has helped in ways not seen in the times of the paper
survey. Interactive video messages, whether with an employee
or simply referencing current issues now make use of the local
intranet and social media tools. Everything has now become
faster, more accurate and allows for more in-depth analysis of
demographics, departmental differences and many more.
Some companies have moved to the use of applications for
smartphones and tablets. These apps are handy and can be
heavily used when conducting performance reviews. They
rely on the speed and ability of staff and managers to send and
receive bite size information and data gathering. Some surveys,
such as Survey Monkey, are now conducted on mobile devices.

E
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And the fun part has arrived: Gamification. This is now being
used in workshops and training courses. The material is not
boring and much more on the interactive side. The messaging
is being changed from straight messages into ones that rely on
the creative mind, as creativity and connection is a tool that can
boost engagement.
mployee Engagement is a fundamental concept that describes, both qualitatively and quantitatively, the nature
of the relationship between an organization and its employees. Needless to say, organizations regularly look for
ways to reach high levels of engagement and management consultants are constantly on the search for new tools
to refine the measurement of engagement from simple workshop approaches, to surveys to advanced methods
of applications.
The term ‘employee engagement’ was first used in a 1990 Academy of Management Journal and during the mid1990's Gallup started to refine and extend their Q12 (twelve question copyrighted survey) to include questions
related to engagement and spawned the industry of employee engagement.

When it comes to the future of the workplace, Millennials and
Gen Z will be the driving force. They rely on being connected
so ensure your Engagement strategy is in line with the business
and make sure you are able to capture and reflect on the ideas
and involvement of the employees. Remember they will want
to know “Why” they are doing what they are doing, not just the
‘How’ or the ‘What’.
Make engagement the norm and develop your own tools but
make sure those tools matter, as it is how they are used that re-

ally counts. Tools can make things easier but they don’t really
change the job at hand. And the job at hand is engaging employees – meeting their human workplace needs in order to thrive
and be most effective at work. That's the future of employeeengagement.

Four ways to boost employee engagement:
1. Ensure all conditions have been met so that employees and
the organization are ready, willing, and able to engage fully
and authentically with their work.
2. Ensure employee engagement is not merely adding more
programs and responsibilities to overtaxed managers and
other employees.
3. Spend wisely. Ensure the bulk of any budget devoted to
engagement is spent on intervention or improvement of
engagement rather than being used in yet another largescale survey.
4. Involve employees fully in your approach to employee
engagement. Engagement is not something you do to
employees it is something you do with employees.

Four important questions to ask your employees:
1. Do you know what is expected of you at work?
2. Where are you in the process of reaching your goals?
3. Do you have a best friend at work?
4. If you were leading this department/organization, what is
the one thing you would change, and why?

Personal experience:

In 2004, I was asked by my boss to introduce employee engagement and make sure that the staff was fully aware of the
company policies and proposed changes and encourage them
to get involved in decision making. It was fairly new to Egypt at
the time, so I researched the subject and to my surprise, found
out that many companies had made major leaps and strides in
that area.
I was in charge of the call centre operation at a telecommunications company, and there was a new direction to operate during
the Iftar hours of Ramadan. The initial response was a definite no,
until I started asking the staff how they felt if we helped increase
the customer satisfaction.They got involved in the decision, and
started coming up with various ways of compensating for the 30
minutes extra they would have to work during the Iftar.
The volunteer line was opened up and to my surprise many of the
staff opted to work during that dead shift and we ended up with
more volunteer requests than we needed. The dead shift became
the most sought after timing throughout that month, 100% of
the customer calls were answered, people were happy and staff
morale was high.
In a nutshell, when people are given the chance to be part of
a decision, rather than forced into something, they can make
wonders occur.
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IS IT POSSIBLE TO CHANGE

YOUR HABITS OF A LIFETIME?
How many times have you tried to change and failed? Maybe you wanted to quit smoking or perhaps
lose weight or maybe start a new fitness regime. Why is it so difficult to change? Carol Talbot, author of
‘YOU The Divine Genius’ shares her insights.
We are creatures of patterns and habit, and it’s our patterns paper to the Russian Medical Society called “Conditioned
in thinking and behaviour that create our response to Reflexes.”
circumstances and not the circumstances themselves.
What this suggests is that as a human being, we are like a Teaching an old dog new tricks!
conditioned response machine.
Can you teach one of Pavlov’s dogs a new trick? Can you
change and learn a new behaviour? Well this is where the
Just consider some of your conditioned responses today! field of neuroplasticity is opening up the possibilities to
If you have been driving then a red traffic light is the trigger change.
that creates the ‘stop’ response. If your stomach rumbles
that’s the trigger that you want something to eat, or if the Neuroplasticity is what makes personal growth and
alarm clock rings in the morning that’s the trigger that development possible and refers to the brain’s ability to
creates the response of either getting up or rolling over restructure itself after training or practice. As Aristotle said,
and pushing the snooze button!
‘we are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is
Neuroscientists have shown that the conscious mind
provides 5% or less of our cognitive activity during the
day… and 5% is for the more aware people. So most of
your decisions, actions, emotions and behaviour depend
on the 95% of brain activity that is beyond your conscious
awareness. In other words, even when you ‘think’ you
are consciously making a decision, it is all the patterns
and programs stored at the unconscious level, which are
actually making your decisions for you. It is the unconscious
mind, which shapes how you live your life.
In his research Russian physiologist, Ivan P. Pavlov started
experimenting initially with dogs. What he would do is put
some steak in front of them and when the dogs started
salivating he would ring a bell. He would do this again and
again… put some more steak in front of the dogs and when
they started salivating he would ring a bell.
He did this so many times that he found that just ringing
the bell would make the dogs salivate, even though there
was no steak. In his research, he associated the sound of
a bell to when the dogs were hungry and would salivate.
In 1936, after years of research with dogs, he submitted a

not an act, but a habit.’

Studies have been performed on plasticity during
meditation and have shown that the brain can change
based purely on mental training. This, of course, has huge
implications for mental practice and its impact on overall
well-being.
To highlight the mental aspect, Australian Psychologist
Alan Richardson ran an experiment with a group of
basketball players. Dividing them into three groups, the first
group would practice for 20 minutes every day, the second
group would only visualize themselves making throws, but
no real practice was allowed. The third group would not
practice or visualize. The results were astounding. There
was significant improvement from the group that only
visualized; they were almost as good as the guys who
actually practiced.
This opens up a whole new world of possibilities. Imagine
the implications on all areas of your life when you set aside
time to mentally visualize and rehearse a new skill. So is
it possible to change the habits of a lifetime? Absolutely!
The answer is a big, resounding “YES”.

“It is the unconscious mind which shapes how you live your life.”
Carol is sought after by organizations and Individuals seeking a learning consultant and keynote speaker. She is a Master NLP trainer
and certified fire walker facilitator. Carol has set herself apart for more than two decades and enjoys sparkling inspiration, creativity and
greatness within individuals and teams worldwide. Whether one-on-one or to audiences of thousands when Carol speaks, people listen.
www.caroltabot.me
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WELCOME TO THE FUTURE OF E_COMMERCE

WELCOME TO THE FUTURE OF E-COMMERCE
Despite being around 5 to 10 years later than the west, the world of e-commerce is becoming
increasingly competitive in the MENA region. Basil Al Khattab brings us up to speed.

Other examples of online businesses in Egypt that are adding value to both, those who seek convenience and/or savings are:

TWITTER

FACEBOOK

35M

Monthly
Active Users

The peerless success of online business worldwide is hardly deniable today. With a relatively young,
technology-aware population and a modern and growing telecommunications infrastructure, the MENA
region has a powerful opportunity to take a leading position concerning online business both regionally
and internationally.
The region has witnessed a significant increase in Internet usage and it comes as no surprise that the Internet is quickly becoming the cornerstone for business and communication which clearly demonstrates
the strong retailing and broader economic opportunities that lay ahead for the region. As more people
shop online, UAE and Egypt have already experienced some great innovation and might become part of
the fastest growing e-commerce markets in the world over the next few years.

Strategies

The most important trends for e-commerce for 2018 are Customer-focused trends, Technology-focused trends and Engagement-focused trends.Looking at the e-commerce or online shopping sector, the way to rise to the top in e-commerce is by targeting customer
convenience, showing them how to save money and definitely being better than your competitors! Building a good reputation is paramount as this generation; people do things because of recommendations and suggestions by people they know and trust. Hence,
the importance of ambassadors and social media in e-commerce business.

E-commerce & online shopping sector models

2.7M

Monthly
Active Users

37% FEMALES

YOUTUBE

19M

Monthly
Active Users

LINKEDIN

2.9M

Monthly
Active Users

INSTAGRAM

9M

Monthly
Active Users

63% MALES
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E-Commerce in Egypt rose fast ahead of payment solutions and hence the very high cash on delivery percentage out of total orders
(above 80%). Electronic products were the most-purchased item among online purchases in Egypt at 17%, followed by airline tickets at
16%, and fashion items at 8% with Groceries growing the fastest in the last 12 months.

Challenges

Today, developing an online store requires a regular analysis of the constantly changing market. Here are some of the main challenges:
The amount of e-commerce platforms and online stores are growing annually. But do we really know how the leading retailers become
- In Egypt slow Internet connections contribute to the challenges facing e-commerce penetration rate. The country came last on
a list of 31 countries for having the slowest Internet speed after India.
- Cash on delivery is the preferred method of payment among online shoppers. 80% of online consumers prefer this to credit
or debit cards. However, the rate of credit card issuance is growing annually by around 40 percent, which indicates that cash
dependency may decrease.
- Strategic monitoring is a real challenge, especially for an e-commerce business that is trying to go regional. Each local market
has its particularities, and online retailers need to know them to develop a clear strategy to reach their target audience.

The Middle East is the fastest growing hub for online businesses led by Egypt. From Careem, Trivago, Uber, to Air-bnb, SWVL, Vezeeta
& Yaoota.

leaders. Adapting your strategy to local markets is a key step in regional positioning and asking yourself important questions such as:
“What efforts need to be made to execute an effective online strategy?” “What needs to come first?” “How can everything be sorted
out in an orderly way?

“Everything is now just a click away to ease your life and be next to your doorstep”.

Shipping & agility will be the key

Careem is the first regional leading ride-hailing App in MENA, starting operations late 2014. Uber introduced the idea of a transportation app to Egypt at the time. They both truly changed the way people think about transportation. As surprising as it sounds, Egypt is
now one of Uber’s most important markets.

In this competitive environment, e-commerce companies have to be innovative in optimizing their last mile deliveries.
E-commerce companies that can move goods quickly the moment the customer places an order and yet charge zero or negligible
shipping fees are going to win by a bigger margin. Online Shopping companies will need to fine-tune their logistic partnership
& shipping integrations, as well as do packaging quality-checks to ensure the customer receives the right product with the right
packaging at the right time.

Conclusion
Travel Industry

Grocery

Transportation

Customers
Convenience
The Fastest Growing Category

Hitting on Either
Customers
Savings

Insights

Egypt is the 12th in the world in investing in e-commerce or online shopping sector, and by 2020 its e-commerce market will have
almost doubled its 2014 figure to reach $2.7 billion.
Young people are heavy users of the Web in the MENA region and over 50% of Egypt’s population now has access to the Internet,
ranking the country 14th in Internet use globally.
When it comes to Egyptian online shoppers, 50% are aged between 26 and 35. The percentage of Internet users who have
shopped online has increased from 1.4% to 8.7% since the 2011 Revolution. The reports found that Internet usage in the region
grew by 1,500% in a decade, from 1.2 million users in 2000 to 18.7 million in 2010 then to 47.8 Million users in 2018.
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According to a report by We Are Social, a research group & Payfort report1

Innovation is what makes you stand out from the crowd, and agility. It’s important to have your finger on the pulse and be in line
with the changing trends prevailing in the e-commerce & online business industries. Those in charge of developing e-commerce
marketing strategies for the next couple of years should pay close attention to major trends and formulate an effective strategy to
stay ahead of their competitors and attract as many potential customers as possible.

“Winning the trust of Egyptian buyers may take some time, but your efforts may result in customers that will be keen shoppers, loyal to your brand for a long time”
The new wave of online winners (next generation) will be aggregators like Trivago, Air BnB and possibly Yaoota and Mowafer if they
add e-commerce to the price comparison. Mowafer, as an example, is now offering to get you the cheapest prices set by retailers
right at your doorsteps in both electronics and groceries. The future will belong to those who plant a seed today-if it is not too late
already-to the aggregators simplifying and optimizing consumers’ lives.
They might even change industry norms that have become obsolete. These aggregators are building a new playing field, which
will have a different set of rules yet to be shaped. It is either you get to be one of its designers today or face the risk of missing the
boat and thinking about what could have been for the remaining of your life cycle.

"We are at the age of if you are not online, then you will be offline and possibly out of business." - Basil Khattab
Basil Khattab, Chairman & CEO of Mowafer.com (e-Commerce) & Chairman of e-Log & etail Care (Online Logistics/Courier), spent
over 15 years in the FMCG industry in leadership roles before launching his own online businesses. He believes in riding the
business wave and is an entrepreneur at heart.
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COMMUNICATING
ASSERTIVELY

COMMUNICATING ASSERTIVELY

For example, imagine you are standing in line at the bank and someone else pushes in front of you. An aggressive
response could be to grab them by the shoulder and say loudly:
Hey! What makes you so important that you don’t have to wait in line like the rest of us?
This might make you feel better in the short term, but you will probably also spend the rest of the hour feeling
annoyed about the interaction. Or perhaps the other person will shout back at you and the situation will get even
worse, really leaving you in a bad mood.
A more assertive response could be to gently tap the person on the shoulder and say in a respectful voice:
Excuse me; there is actually a line here. It would be better if you could wait your turn like the rest of us.
Chances are you will get a more positive response to this - perhaps the other person will apologize and move to
the back of the line, or they may explain their reason for wanting to push in and you may feel happy to do them this
favor. They may still respond badly - your assertiveness does not guarantee others will not be aggressive - but at
least you will feel good knowing that you did your best and used assertive communication.

PASSIVE COMMUNICATION
Another thing that assertiveness is not is passive communication. Passive communication is:
• Not speaking up for yourself, either because you think your views don’t matter or for reasons like trying to please
everyone or ‘keep the peace’
• Putting your needs last to the needs of others
• Allowing yourself to be bullied or ignored
• Often involves speaking quietly or with a hesitating voice, or with body-language like looking at the floor or
shrugging the shoulders
• You may undermine your opinions with passive phrases such as: only if you don’t mind, or: but it really doesn’t
matter that much to me
Passive communication can be damaging to your self- esteem, and also to relationships. If you use a passive
communication style, others are more likely to ignore your needs, which may leave you feeling hurt or even angry
with them for not treating you better.

A

ssertiveness means expressing your point of view in a way that is clear and direct, while still respecting
others. Communicating in an assertive manner can help you to minimize conflict, to control anger, to have
your needs better met, and to have more positive relationships with colleagues, friends, family and others.
Assertiveness is a style of communication that many people struggle to put into practice, often because of confusion
around exactly what it means. Sometimes it helps to start by explaining what assertiveness is not:

AGGRESSIVE COMMUNICATION

People often confuse assertiveness with aggression, because it involves sticking up for yourself. But the two
are actually quite different,The following table gives examples:
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AGGRESSION

ASSERTIVENESS

Force your needs or opinions onto others.
Often involves bullying or pushing others around.
Only your needs matter.
No compromise.
Damages relationships.
May lead to shouting or physical aggression.
Damages self-esteem.

Express your needs clearly but respectfully.
Others are treated with respect.
Considers the needs of others as well as yours.
Often compromise.
Stronger relationships.
Using clear language to get point across.
Builds self-esteem.

SO ASSERTIVENESS IS....
Think of assertiveness as the halfway point between passive and aggressive - just the right balance!
Here are some tips for practicing being assertive:
• State your point of view or request clearly.
• Tell the other person how you feel as honestly as you can, and remember to listen to what they say as well.
• Tone and volume of voice: how you say it is as important as what you say. Speak at a normal conversation volume,
rather than a shout or whisper, and make sure that you sound firm but not aggressive.
• Make sure your body language matches. Your listener will get mixed messages if you are speaking firmly while
looking at the floor. Try to look the other person in the eye, stand tall, and relax your face.
• Try to avoid exaggerating with words like always and never. For example: You are 20 minutes late and it is
third time this week, rather than: You are always late!
• Try to speak with facts rather than judgments. For example: This report has important information missing,
rather than: you have done a bad job again.
• Use “I Statements” as much as possible, rather than “You Statements". For example -"You Statement": You don't care
about me. You are inconsiderate and you never make time to call or text me. "I Statement": When you don’t pay me
attention, or call or text me, I feel disconnected and lonely.
• Practice often - assertiveness is a skill that requires you to practice in many different situations. And don’t forget to
praise yourself for your good efforts!
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THE STATE OF FLOW

THE STATE OF FLOW

AROUSAL

At some point of time, everybody has experienced the state of being where you feel unstoppable,
everything seems to be going naturally in the right direction and time appears to be standing still, or
miraculously flying by – Eman H. Omar shares her knowledge on this flowing subject.

After years of research and thousands of interviews
with people from different walks of life, Dr Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi, the Hungarian-American psychology professor, discovered this common mental state
experienced at certain moments in one’s day. Of this
state, people, especially high achievers, have described themselves as being on autopilot yet feeling
in control, involved in the task at hand with all their
physical senses and mental capacity. Thoughts of
unrelated matters do not even cross their minds as
they’re so immersed in what they are doing. They lose
all sense of self, time and physical tiredness. People
have gone as far as describing the feeling as if they
are floating, or being “outside themselves” - a literal
translation of the word ecstasy. Dr Csikszentmihalyi
has called this: The State of Flow.
The good news is, further research [by the professor
and his team] have proven that this mental state is
not exclusive to stars or top performers, but can be
experienced by anyone given the right conditions.
The main two factors contributing to a person reaching a Flow state are:
1. The skill level related to the task at hand.
2. How challenging the task itself is.
Simply put, if something is too easy and does not require much mental effort, it gets boring very quickly, and may become unappealing to work on. On
the other side of the spectrum, an assignment that
requires a certain level of skill you don’t currently
possess, or is way outside your comfort zone, can
cause real frustration and anxiety, which is counterproductive and hard to overcome. The state of Flow
is that sweet spot in the middle when your skill level
matches that required for the task, given that you are
interested in and enjoy what you’re doing.

Ways we can help ourselves reach the state of flow:
Set clear goals: whether you are preparing for a board presentation,

FLOW

WORRY

CONTROL

the proposal of the year, or warming up for your leisure tennis match,
think of why you are doing this, and what you want to get out of it. Knowing exactly the purpose and scope of what you are doing helps the brain
focus and clears the way for what is coming.

Cut off any distractions: there is no doubt that our smart devices can be a high source of interruption to us, but even working in an accessible meeting room or office, or with the TV on in the next room can
be distracting. And if the brain cannot stay in focus for more than a few
minutes, how can we eventually reach a state of flow? Before delving
into any task, make sure you shut off potential digital or personal interruptions to give yourself the chance to concentrate and perform. More
importantly, consciously clear your mind from any distracting thoughts.

Give yourself enough time: remember that your brain doesn’t
work on demand, it needs time to focus and be able to create. Entering
a state of Flow requires more than just the brain to work effectively. It
needs the attention and presence of all your senses; and for all of this to
work together and lift you up to a more focused and productive state, it
needs time. So, if you’re in a hurry to finish a task or need to juggle several things at once, don’t expect to experience Flow.
Be satisfied in the process not just the result:

before expecting to be totally immersed and in control of an assignment, a task,
or even a game; you need to enjoy doing it in the first place. If something
feels like a chore or an obligation, there is almost no chance of reaching
that high concentration level. No matter how much mindpower you put
into the task; you will not reach the desired elevated, creative and productive mental state unless you pour your soul into it, and really enjoy
working on it not just getting it done.

If you still cannot find Flow: study the chart and all of the

above ways to help you reach the desired state. But remember, there
need to be roots before there can be branches. If Flow isn’t coming to
you, you need to go back to the two basic factors: your skill and the challenge at hand. Between a boring, unchallenging task and a frustrating,
overwhelming one, there are other variations in which you can manage
a better balance with a bit of patience. For example, if you are relaxed
while doing something and feel in control but not really flowing, you
probably need a more difficult version of the task. It will keep you more
engaged and interested, as well as help you develop that particular skill.
On the other hand, if you are working and constantly feel worried about
the result, you probably need to stretch your skills (through practicing
or learning) to gain more confidence and match the level of challenge in
front of you. The human race has a higher chance of ultimately finding
happiness if people fill their lives with moment after moment of doing
something they enjoy, in an area where they can be creative, express
themselves and put their talents and skills to use. No one said this better
than Dr Csikszentmihalyi in his book titled ‘Flow’: “People who learn to
control inner experience will be able to determine the quality of their
lives, which is as close as any of us can come to being happy”.

Eman is a soft skills trainer, blogger and food reviewer. She has worked in NGOs, tech startups and tech agencies, leading digital
marketing and editorial work. Eman is currently a freelance trainer focused on students and fresh graduates.
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ANXIETY

CHALLENGE LEVEL

“Flow” (also known as the “zone”) is defined as the
mental state of operation in which a person performing an activity is fully immersed in a feeling of energized focus, full involvement, and enjoyment in the
process of the activity. It could be a fantastic presentation you gave, or a super golf game, or working on something that started at 4 pm and its now
midnight are you are still achieving wonders. If any
of this sounds familiar then you have experienced
being “in flow” - a state of mind in which everything
seems possible, you’re just rocking it and you have
lost sense of time and space!

APATHY

BOREDOM

RELAXATION

SKILLS LEVEL
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HOW COMPANY LOGOS EVOLVED
F

or many of the world's most iconic companies, the value of a brand
is immeasurable and they work endlessly to forge identities that
allow them to be instantly recognizable to consumers. They want
a logo that communicates their mission, value proposition, history, and
legacy - and to do this, many continue to use icons, symbols, or colours
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that are decades old. But this doesn't mean that their identities and
logos are static. In fact, many of these world-class brands have actually
changed dramatically, while still incorporating important elements from
their company histories. Let’s take a look at how some of these iconic
logos have evolved over time:
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Who We Are
A team of individuals with the aim to evolve work culture and corporate
life. We want to inspire people to live up to their fullest potential, and
take charge of their careers and life. We are calling for passionate and
dynamic people who want to take part in our mission to empower the
work life of Cairo.
Our Audience
Readers of Evolve magazine are CEOs, entrepreneurs, leaders, HR,
strategists, innovators and anybody who wants to improve themselves.
Our readers work throughout many industries, in various levels and
positions, and like to be challenged by new concepts, practices, and
ideologies. Our content serves as a reference point for people who
are keen on developing and cultivating growth in their personal and
professional lives.
Types of Submission
If you would like to contribute to Evolve, we welcome all types of
submissions. Articles can take the form of research essays, analysis of
trends and/or strategies, feature and/or opinion editorials. Articles will
be reviewed before being published.
Contact editor@evolvemagegypt.com for more details.

Try this team-building Ice breaker - Turning Over A New Leaf
With all members standing on a sheet of plastic, the
group has to slowly flip the sheet to the other side
without anyone stepping off it. This activity is great
for small groups, and helps to promote cooperation,
trust and communication.

Resources: One sheet of plastic. It should be large
enough to comfortably allow 8 – 10 persons to stand
on it, but not too large that the activity becomes too
easy.
Space Required: Small. Indoors or outdoors.
Group Size: 8 to 10. If the group is larger, split
them into smaller sub-groups.

Total Time: 20 minutes
The aim of the activity is for the group to flip the
plastic sheet to the other side while standing on it,
and without any team member stepping off it.
You can set a time limit for them to complete the
task. Get every member of the group to step on the
sheet. Once they are ready, they can begin.
The activity begins with one person flipping a corner of the sheet to the other side. One by one, each
team member steps onto the newly-flipped side of
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the sheet. The activity ends when the sheet is completely flipped over and
everyone is standing on the ‘new’ side. If the team is unable to complete
the task without breaking the rules, you can allow them to strategize and
then restart the activity again.

Rules
Each member of the team must have at least one foot on the sheet at all
times.
Stepping off the sheet is not allowed during the activity. Observe the group
during the activity to ensure that no one slips or falls.
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